


Assistant Instructor 
(AI)
Description

If you like people, have a passion for scuba diving and want an extraordinary life – become a 
PADI Instructor. Teaching scuba diving allows you to share your love of the aquatic world with 
others while doing what you enjoy – being in, around and under water. PADI Open Water Scuba 
Instructors and PADI Assistant Instructors are the most sought-after dive professionals around Instructors and PADI Assistant Instructors are the most sought-after dive professionals around 
the world because they’ve completed the program that sets the standard for training dive 
professionals. You earn a PADI Instructor rating through hard work and commitment, but you’re 
rewarded with a job that lets you share incredible underwater adventures with others 
transforming their lives for the better and enriching yours.

Are you ready to join the ranks of the dedicated professionals who teach the world’s most 
progressive and popular scuba diver education programs? Then Go PRO with the Gozo Azul 
Instructor Development Course.Instructor Development Course.

Successfully completing just the AI course results in a PADI Assistant Instructor qualification. 
When an AI is ready to progress, attending an OWSI program allows entry into an IE to earn a full 
PADI Instructor rating.

Prerequisites

You must:
•Be a PADI Divemaster or qualifying certification from another certification organization
••Be at least 18 years old
•Have 60 logged dives, including night, deep, and navigation dives
•Have been a certified diver for at least 6 months
•Have CPR and First Aid Training within the last 24 months
•Be fit for diving and submit a Medical Statement if you like you can contact us for a copy of the 
PADI medical form to check first before you come

What materials do you need?

The EFR Instructor Manual and PADI IDC creak which includes all the materials needed to The EFR Instructor Manual and PADI IDC creak which includes all the materials needed to 
prepare for a PADI Assistant Instructor or Open Water Scuba Instructor course.

As a PADI Assistant Instructor, you'll start to learn the PADI System of diver education. You can 
act as an instructional scuba assistant and assume limited teaching responsibilities. It’s a great 
way to gain experience in order to become a scuba instructor.
The PADI Assistant Instructor course is the first part of the PADI Instructor Development Course The PADI Assistant Instructor course is the first part of the PADI Instructor Development Course 
(IDC) and when followed by the Open Water Scuba Instructor course (OWSI) and successfully 
passing the Instructor Examination (IE), results in certification as a PADI Open Water Scuba
Instructor.
Whilst working as an Assistant Instructor you'll gain hands-on experience teaching students 
while still being under the wing of an experienced Instructor.
You may be able to earn college credit for the PADI Assistant Instructor course. 

So what is covered in this course?So what is covered in this course?

You build upon your abilities to organize and supervise scuba diving activities, while 
concentrating on developing teaching skills. You learn through:

Knowledge development through self-study, quizzes, lectures and presentations
Confined water skill review and assessment, workshops and presentations
Open water workshops, rescue assessment and candidate presentations

The PADI Assistant Instructor Course consists of these sections:

•Academic Training.
•PADI Discover Scuba Diving and Snorkelling Programs.
•Developing Knowledge Development Presentations.
•Teaching Project AWARE and Peak Performance Buoyancy Specialties.
•Teaching in Confined Water.
••Conducting Open Water Training Presentations.
•Independent Study.
•Knowledge Development.
•Practical Application.
•Confined Water and Open Water Teaching Presentations.
•Standards Exam.
•Dive Rescue Skills Assessment.

What can you teach after completing the course?What can you teach after completing the course?

In addition to the responsibilities and duties you already have as a PADI Divemaster, as a 
PADI Assistant Instructor you can:

•Teach academic presentations under the indirect supervision of a PADI Instructor.
•During confined water dives, present initial skills training under the direct supervision of a 
PADI Instructor.
•Evaluate Open Water Diver surface skills under the indirect supervision of a PADI Instructor.
•T•Teach and certify PADI Peak Performance Buoyancy Specialty Divers under the direction of 
a PADI Instructor.
•Teach Project AWARE Specialty courses.
•Teach the AWARE Coral Reef Conservation specialty course.
•Conduct PADI Discover Scuba Diving experiences in a pool or confined water.
•Conduct PADI Seal Team AquaMissions.
••Teach PADI Digital Underwater Photographer specialty courses under the direction of a 
PADI Instructor after earning the PADI Digital Underwater Photographer Specialty Instructor 
rating.

What will you Use?

You use all the basic scuba equipment and some scuba accessories such as a dive slate, 
dive knife, compass, dive watch, etc.

We recommended that you own all of your own scuba equipment at this level, as familiarity We recommended that you own all of your own scuba equipment at this level, as familiarity 
with personal gear improves general scuba diving skills. If you don't already own all the 
equipment you require then you'll be welcome to buy any equipment through our dive shop as 
we receive discounted rates from suppliers.



Open Water Scuba Instructor 
(OWSI)
Description

The Instructor Development Course (IDC) is made up of two parts – the Assistant Instructor (AI) 
course and the Open Water Scuba Instructor (OWSI) program. Most dive professionals complete 
the entire IDC and go on to attend an Instructor Examination (IE), which is the final step to earn 
a PADI Instructor certification.

Successfully completing just the AI course results in a PADI Assistant Instructor qualification. Successfully completing just the AI course results in a PADI Assistant Instructor qualification. 
When an AI is ready to progress, 
attending an OWSI program allows entry into an IE to earn a full PADI Instructor rating.

Prerequisites

You must:
•Be certified as a PADI Divemaster or a PADI Assistant Instructor or be an instructor in good 
standing with another training organization. 
•You must also have been qualified as a Open Water/Scuba Diver or equivelent for at least six •You must also have been qualified as a Open Water/Scuba Diver or equivelent for at least six 
months (check with a PADI Course Director or Contact Us for qualifying credentials.)
•Be certified as an Emergency First Response Instructor.
•Be at least 18 years old.
•Be certified as a diver for at least six months.
•Have 60 logged dives that include experience in night, deep and navigation diving to participate 
in the Instructor Development Course. 
•You’ll need 100 logged dives to take the Instructor Exams.•You’ll need 100 logged dives to take the Instructor Exams.
•Have proof of CPR and First Aid training within the last 24 months. The Emergency First 
Response course meets this requirement. 
•Be fit for diving and submit a Medical Statement if you like you can contact us for a copy of the 
PADI medical form to check first before you come.

What materials do you need?

The PADI IDC crewpak includes all the materials needed to prepare for a PADI Assistant 
Instructor or Open Water Scuba Instructor course. Instructor or Open Water Scuba Instructor course. 
The pack includes:

•Instructor cue cards for PADI’s core courses (OW, AOW, Rescue and Divemaster).
•IDC Candidate Workbook and related reference materials.
•Lesson planning slates for confined and open wate.
•Quiz and exam booklets for the core courses.
•Specialty outlines for Project AWARE.

The  Gozo Azul Open Water Scuba Instructor course (OWSI) is one of two distinct components of The  Gozo Azul Open Water Scuba Instructor course (OWSI) is one of two distinct components of 
PADI’s Instructor Development Course (IDC). The first portion is the Assistant Instructor course 
(AI) followed by the Open Water Scuba Instructor program.
The OWSI program introduces you to the entire PADI System of diver education and 
concentrates on further developing your abilities as a professional dive educator.

You’ll also have the opportunity to continue your professional education by participating in 
specialty instructor courses, which train you to teach specialties after instructor certification.

So what is covered in this course?

•Two knowledge development presentations.
•One open water teaching presentation integrating two skills.

You will also attend and participate in the following 14 curriculum presentations:

Course Orientation.
•Dive Industry Overview.
•General Standards and Procedures.•General Standards and Procedures.
•The Role of Media and Prescriptive Teaching.
•Legal Responsibility and Risk Management.
•PADI Scuba Diver and Open Water Diver Course.
•Adaptive Teaching.
•The PADI Continuing Education Philosophy Business Principles for the Dive Instructor.
•Adventures in Diving Program.
•Specialty Diver Courses and Master Scuba Diver Program.•Specialty Diver Courses and Master Scuba Diver Program.
•Rescue Diver CourseDivemaster Course.
•Diver Retention Programs.
•How to Teach the RDP (Instructors from recreational diver training organizations other than 
PADI must complete.)
•You will demonstrate competence at performing all 20 dive skills listed on the Skill 
Evaluation.
•performing a facedown, nonstop swim for 800 metres/yards using a mask, snorkel and fins.•performing a facedown, nonstop swim for 800 metres/yards using a mask, snorkel and fins.
•During the course you’ ll need to demonstrate competency in Dive theory by passing a 
five-part theory exam scoring 75% on each part .

What can you teach after completing the course?
After qualifying as an Open Water Scuba Instructor, you will be able to conduct the entire 
range of PADI programs from Discover Scuba Diving up to Divemaster. You may also choose 
to acquire specialty instructor ratings in areas of interest, such as Digital Underwater 
Photographer or Enriched Air (Nitrox) Diver.Photographer or Enriched Air (Nitrox) Diver.

What will you Use?

You use all the basic scuba equipment and some scuba accessories such as a dive slate, 
dive knife, compass, dive watch, etc. as well as two scuba signaling devices —one audible 
and one visual.
We recommended that you own all of your own scuba equipment at this level, as familiarity We recommended that you own all of your own scuba equipment at this level, as familiarity 
with personal gear improves general scuba diving skills. If you don't already own all the 
equipment you require then you'll be welcome to buy any equipment through our dive shop as 
we receive discounted rates from suppliers.



Proffessionel Equipment Packages

Aqualung Bronze Package 1

Aqualung Silver Package 2

Aqualung Gold Package 3

Includes : Calypso reg set, tec SPG, Squeeze lock 
knife, Wave BCD, i100 dive  computer, Express fins, 
Reveal mask, Zepher snorkel, Wrist compass, Ergo 
zip booties, Concept dive wetsuit, Yellow finger 
reel, 6ft deluxe DSMB. 
Retail price = R28,271

Includes : Core reg set, tec SPG, Squeeze lock 
knife, Pro HD or Pearl (womens) BCD, i200 or i300c 
dive  computer, Shot FX (womens) or Xshot fins, 
Reveal mask, Zepher snorkel, Wrist compass, Ergo 
zip booties, Concept dive wetsuit, Yellow finger 
reel, 6ft deluxe DSMB. 
Retail price = R34,307

Includes : Legend reg set, tec SPG, Squeeze lock 
knife, Axiom or Lotus (womens) BCD, i450T dive  
computer, Phazer fins, Reveal mask, Zepher 
snorkel, Wrist compass, Ergo zip booties, Comfort 
balance wetsuit, Orange  finger reel, 10ft open 
ocean DSMB. 
Retail price = R49,821

Your Price = R22,671

Your Price = R39,857

Your Price = R27,446



Proffessionel Equipment Packages

Apeks/Aqualung Silver Package 5

Apeks/Aqualung Gold Package 6 

Includes : Apeks XL4 reg set, tec SPG, Squeeze 

lock knife, Wave BCD, i100 dive 

computer, Apeks RK3 fins, Linea mask, 

Aquilion snorkel, Wrist compass, Ergo zip booties, 

Concept dive wetsuit,  Apeks 30m green finger reel, 

6ft deluxe DSMB. 

Retail price = R35,428

Apeks/Aqualung Bronze Package 4 

Includes : Apeks XTX50 with XTX40 reg set, tec 

SPG, Squeeze lock knife, Pro HD or Pearl (womens) 

BCD, i200 or i300c dive computer, Apeks RK3 fins, 

Linea mask, Aquilion snorkel, Wrist compass, Ergo 

zip booties, Concept dive wetsuit, Apeks 45m blue 

finger reel, 6ft deluxe DSMB. 

Retail price = R40,257

Includes : Apexs MTX-R or XTX200 with XTX50 reg 

set, tec SPG, Squeeze lock knife, Axiom or Lotus 

(womens) BCD, i450T dive  computer, Apeks RK3 

fins, Linea mask, Aquilion snorkel, Wrist compass, 

Ergo zip booties, Sola FX or Balance comfort 

wetsuit, Apeks 60m grey finger reel, 10ft open 

ocean DSMB. 

Retail price = R55,525Retail price = R55,525

Your Price = R28,342

Your Price = R44,420

Your Price = R32,206


